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The new US Grosseto 1912 – an Italian association football club – sports facility is lo-
cated in Roselle on the slopes of the hills that host the ruins of the ancient Etruscan- 
Roman settlement. The buildings are arranged parallel to the direction of the cultivated 
fields which, since the reclamation, have designed the Maremma plain like a mosaic.
The complex is organized in a longitudinal arrangement, like a stereometric volume 
sculped in a different blocks characterized by deep excavations created as points of 
openings and main entrances.
The continuous surfaces are painted with a light plaster in contrast with the dark and 
earthy tones that color the excavated parts. A reference to the movement of light and 
darkness of the walls of the surrounding quarries.
The program included the construction of the offices of the sports club, a small board-
ing house with rooms to host the athletes of the youth sector, as well as a medical 
center, a refreshment point and changing rooms serving the two playgrounds.





Plan view



Buildings first and ground floor plan

First foor plan

Field 2:
  1_ teams changing rooms
  2 _ referee changing rooms
  3_ ticket office
  4_ toilet

Field 1:
  4_toilet
  5_coffee bar
  7_kitchen
  8_entrance
  9_doctor’s surgery
11_changing rooms
12_physiotherapy
13_rehabilitation gym
13_infirmary
14_store room
15_ teams changing rooms
16_ referee changing rooms

Ground floor plan

17_reception
18_club offices
19_press office
20_guesthouse
21_rooms
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Site
Roselle (GR), Italy.

Type
Sports facility.

Status
Built.

Timeline
Years 2018-2019.

Credits

Architectural Design
Arch. Giulio Basili
Arch. Arianna Festelli
Ing. Angelo Lupo

Consultants

Structural Design
Ing. Milton Biliotti
Structural engineering
Ing. Angelo Lupo
Building yard safety
Ing. Angelo Lupo
Electrical engineering
Ing. Stefano Sgherri
Mechanical engineering
Studio Mucci
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Info and biography

‘Giulio Basili architect’ is an architectural firm based in Grosseto since 2010.
It deals, in particular, with tackling problems, environmental limits in high-value  
landscape areas by proposing solutions in the context of contemporary architec-
ture; urban redevelopment and renovation of public spaces and buildings in historic  
centers. Basili has participated in numerous architectural competitions as a chief  
architect and designer, obtaining reports and winning prizes and awards. His works 
have been published in various magazines and catalogs.

Giulio Basili (06/09/1979)

Architect, studied at The University of Architecture in Florence. In 2014 he re-
ceived his PhD in Architectural and Urban Design at the University of Florence. 
Since 2002 he has participated in international architecture seminars and has won 
numerous competitions. Since 2014 he is a Contract Professor at the University of 
Florence, Department of Architecture. Since 2014 up to 2017 he has been a member 
of the Technical Scientific Committee of the University Center of Grosseto. He has 
published several articles and monographs on architecture magazines and catalogs.




